
 

All prices are shown in Australian dollars.  To order send Credit Card details to: Train Pictures   PO Box 796   Ormeau  QLD  4208  Australia. 
NON PRIORITY NP S&H: $6.00/1, $10.00/2-4, $16.00/5-12, $26.00/13-25 items.  EXPRESS S&H: $14.00/1-4, $20.00/5-12, $35.00/13-25 items. 

We recommend REGISTERED S&H: add $4.00 to NP S&H prices. We do not take responsibility for lost or damaged Non Priority S&H orders. 
New Zealand S&H: $10.00/1, $20.00/2-3, $40.00/4-8, $50.00/9-13 items. See website for ITL shipping. Email: shop@trainpictures.com.au 

Sales office is usually manned Mon - Fri from 9am - 4pm. However, if we are out of the office leave a message & your phone number. 
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Deschutes Daylight 
SP 4449 Portland to Bend 

$39.95  82M  16:9   
7IDDPBBD 

Deschutes Daylight 
SP 4449 Portland to Bend 

$39.95  82M  16:9   
7IDDPBDVD 

Steam Action Volume 4 
NSW - 2007 to 2015 
$39.95   60M   16:9 

ACVSA4 

Branch Line Steam 
Victorian Railways 1950s 

$39.95   65M   4:3 
CFRD1047 

Canadian Electric Rails 
In the 1950's 

$39.95   70M   4:3 
CSPD147 

Pacific Electric and Los 
Angeles Railway (1940-1963) 

$39.95   113M   4:3 
CSPD148 

  

  

  

BNSF Along the Route 
of the Santa Fe - Volume 6 

$39.95   120M   16:9   
CVBSF6BD 

BNSF Along the Route 
of the Santa Fe - Volume 6 

$39.95   120M   16:9   
CVBSF6DVD 

    

 Price & availability is subject to change. Allow 30 days for mail order delivery. Media format is BD-R or DVD-R. Some products are only available directly from Train Pictures. 

 

Railway Panorama Number 10 features New South Wales and some Victoria action from 1989 to 1992. 
 

After a brief opening look at the Royal National Park Station and departing 4 car 2 deck Comeng, Goninan, Tulloch 
electric set, we take a short look at green 49 class Clyde GM & 5910 2-8-2 at Boronia Tunnel marking the end of 
the ban of steam on NSW tracks. 
 

We then move to the main South, firstly video filming between Menangle and Picton where we are treated to views 
of 422 class GMs on passengers, 4 car diesel passengers, 2x 81 class GM on hoppers, 3x 80 class Alcos on coal 
and an 81 on the up Canberra express. At Demondrille, 8180 is at a crawl up the steep grade with goods and 
containers, then triple 81 class, all in candy, work hard on a train of steel at Junee. 
 

At Albury we briefly see a broad gauge Y arrive to collect a train, then at Seymour, a look at the broad gauge 
platform and waiting VLine Tulloch diesel rail car. An N class and an A class pass on a broad gauge tangerine 
passenger. The Melbourne express passes, then a VLine C on an Albury passenger and we take a look at some 
stationary track machines. At Albury, a VLine N arrives on a passenger from Melbourne. 
 

Back in NSW at Bargo, the upper quadrant signal clears and Clyde GM 42217 passes on an up passenger, in all 
candy colour, from Goulburn. We next take a detailed look at some of the track rearranging, relaying, upgrading 
and re-sleepering of the Carlingford line. Included are night scenes under floodlights with the old signal gear being 
removed, oxy-propane cutting, points being lifted out complete, and the last view of the single slip crossing at 
Camellia. Alco 48101 is seen at work pulling a sled to lift track, to allow sleeper replacement. Fascinating. A hi rail 
Unimog, with bucket and crane, and an overhead Line car add to the enjoyment. 
 

Trackwork on the system resulted in some unusual movements around Cooks River and Enfield, where we see 
8180 on an all candy train running for the Riverina XPT, 42204 on Moss Vale via Wollongong weekend passenger 
over Cooks River, quad 86 Electrics on coal, (3 candy, 1 bicentennial).  Several other locos appear including 3801 
4-6-2 on Darling Harbour trips. Views of both South and North Enfield signal boxes, and an all blue XPT passes 
through the yard. 
 

Finally, the Picton area is re-visited to see the Swedish Tilt Train on demonstration, hauled by XPT locos, with the 
cars visibly tilting on reverse curves. 
 

Captured mostly on professional Betacam tape, older segments were taken on 8mm, super 8 and 9.5mm film 
formats, plus some professional Umatic tape. Edited & mastered to 1” tape. An Original Rowlingstock Production. 
 

Number 10  -  $34.95  55M  4:3  TPRRP10      Railway Panorama Numbers 1 to 9 also available same $$ each 
 

                                       

Produced by Jean Dulez this epic NINE HOUR - THREE PART DVD series brings the 
viewer an unparalleled 21 years of industrial & preserved Garratt action. Some 
spectacular original and preserved footage of Mallets in the USA is shown in order to 
give the viewer an idea what the Mallet era may have been like on the SAR itself. 
Extensive records of various types of SAR “Cape Gauge” Garratts have been captured 
on video working in regular service or in preservation use. The GF, GEA, GMA classes 
& various narrow gauge locos feature here. In preservation with Transnet we see GB, 
GF, GL, GMAM & GO, plus their NRZ (Zimbabwe) classes 14A & 16A. Narrow gauge 
classes NGG11, 13, 16 & 16A are seen in the Free State, KwaZulu Natal and Eastern 
Cape. We thereafter have even more gripping vision of various operations spanning the 
entire period from 1991 to 2012, a full twenty one year period. Witness various Garratt 
double headers and combinations with regular tender locomotives, such as 7A.15A, 
19B, 19D & 24. This is without any doubt the most extensive South African Garratt 
review currently available. Many of these operations, other than at Sandstone Estates 
can never be recreated since the majority of the preserved fleet is now unserviceable.  
   

Part 1 -  $44.95  165M   4:3  TPD1045        Parts 2 & 3 also available, same $$ each 
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